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A communication, event, and market intelligence company for the

Travel and Tourism industry. Founded in 1974, it works on organizing

private and tailored events, printed publications (which also include a

digital version), news portals, websites, activities and brand activation

in trade shows, conventions, and social media.

With its headquarters in São Paulo and offices in Brasilia, Rio de

Janeiro, and Miami, PANROTAS is the lead company in content

production for the tourism professional, working with the entire

sector’s supply chain, such as airlines, hotels and hotel chains, tour

operators, travel agencies, car rentals, ocean cruise companies,

distribution and reservation services, assistance cards, official tourism

agencies, professional associations, tech companies, among others.

PANROTAS

COMMITMENT

PANROTAS – Committed to promote business 

opportunities for your company

RESULTS PARTNERSHIPS INNOVATION
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Endorsement of a corporate video, image or link on our Facebook Page.

Today there are more than 67,000 followers; all the likes organically

developed; their vast majority are tourism professionals.

Approximate reach per boost:

between 15,000 and 44,000 people.

Seychelles Destination Video Example:

https://goo.gl/OX6T3r

https://goo.gl/OX6T3r
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Pictures Links Videos

Type of post that generates greater reach and engagement:

VIDEOS.

Videos are ideal for customers who want their post to reach as many

people as possible.

Type of post that generates a higher rate of clicks: LINKS.

Links are ideal for customers who want to generate more leads,

sharing landing pages & E-books. It also helps generate greater traffic

of a sponsored article on PANROTAS Portal, or traffic to another

website.
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Hard Rock Article Boosting

CTR 3.24%
ITtO Consulting Article Boosting

CTR 2.97%
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Norway Video Boosting: Monaco Video Boosting: Image Boosting:

FACEBOOK PANROTAS


